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April 2022 Fund Review
Volatility Picking Up, But Still Positioned to Take Advantage

Absolute Fund (“PAF”) down 3.7% in April
• Early growth purchases discussed in March pulled down monthly performance
• Down 3.8% year to date, not where we want to be, but doesn’t get in the way of a high single digit return for the
calendar year. Market indices down more materially
• Playing defense, but not to the point of net short bets aggressively expecting further material downside. Net
exposure down to 23% long

Select Fund (“PSF”) down 1.2% in April
• TSX Capped Energy Index up 8.4% in April. WilderHill Clean Energy Index (NYSE: ECO) down 22%
• Cash position raised to 12% as volatility and risk picks up across sectors, including oil and gas
• Have seen the breadth of winners in oil and gas narrowing in the last two months, however we see ongoing
announcements of special dividends and share buybacks as a positive backdrop throughout the year

Vantage Fund (“PVF”) down 4.5% in April
• TSX Total Return Index down 5.0% for the month. Broad weakness in Canadian markets, but still driving small
outperformance from positions related to oil and gas
• Defensive sectors like Consumer Staples and Utilities are getting expensive so we have taken some exposure out
from those names in PVF
• Cash position up to 8%. Looking to play a small amount of defense as we work through broad market challenges
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Section I: Wash Out Fear Levels Have Been Elusive

Uncertain Path to Higher Rates Driving Market Weakness
US Fed Addressing Inflation Aggressively to Make Up for Delayed Start
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US 2-Year Treasury rates accelerate higher
as the market anticipates increased
tightening. Yields are approx. 0.75% at the
time and 2.65% today
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April 5th - “I think that 50 basis
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we’ll have to consider.” – Lael
Brainard
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• Slowing economic indicators, which have been highlighted previously, are part of the concern driving markets
lower, but we think that uncertainty on the speed and degree to which the US Federal Reserve will raise rates is
the key driver due to the feedback loop between higher rates and economic headwinds
• Fed governors have been aggressive in talking down the markets as soon as markets priced in certain rate hike
expectations. 25 bps hike spurs rally, then 50 bps hikes are discussed, then 75 bps hike potential is floated out
which accelerates market declines
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Speed of Interest Rate Increases is Destabilizing
The rate of change halts decision making until stability returns
Mortgage Rates in US and Canada(1)
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Quickest upward move in mortgage rates in recent history
• On the one hand, mortgage rates are still in the same range as they were between 2010 and 2021. High end, but still in range
• On the other hand, mortgage rates have moved from all time lows to the top of a 12-year range in the space of six months
• Toronto home prices are down 6.5% in the last month and homebuilders are reporting that the marginal buyers have stepped back due to lack of
qualifications in the current mortgage rate environment. They still have solid demand from higher income buyers, but the excess demand and
pricing power has dropped away. This is reflective of a market in rapid change, but not necessarily dire straits
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Certain Sentiment Indicators Very Bearish…Which is Bullish!
Ongoing market weakness is showing up in sentiment gauges
How bearish are investors?

AAII Bulls Minus Bears (1990 – current) (1)

• The chart on the right subtracts
the percentage of bearish
respondents from the percentage
of bullish respondents to a
question about their stock market
outlook
• The current reading is the 3rd
most bearish reading in over 30
years! (orange circle)
• Previous readings this low have
been associated with major
market bottoms (arrows)
• Typically, a reading this low would
be associated with more
significant stock market declines
(20%+), but in this case the
S&P500 is only down 18.5%
reflecting the binary market with
oil and gas and defensives
working, with almost everything
else under significant pressure
• If we charted just the bullish
respondents in this survey it
would show the lowest number of
bulls in 30 years! There were
more bulls at the COVID lows and
the worst of the 2008 crisis!!
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Source: American Association of Individual Investors (AAII)
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Most Sentiment Indicators Negative, But Not Wildly So
Most sentiment readings are similar to NAAIM, which is weak, but not panic levels
Need for more fear?

National Association of Active Investment Managers Index(1)

• Chart to the right shows the
percentage exposure to equities
for a group of active institutional
investment managers
• The reading at 46 from two weeks
ago is somewhat low and fearful,
but not in the same wildly fearful
range as the AAII data on the
previous page
• In an ideal world we’d get one
more leg lower in the markets to
spike fear across the board, which
would then lead to a sustainable
bounce
• Many market participants are
starting to expect that scenario,
so it might not play out that way
• Chart data goes back to 2006 and
includes many instances of lower
readings. The 2008/09 financial
crisis just stayed low and
panicked for months, so unless
the economy completely
crumbles, we shouldn’t expect to
see sentiment staying weak for a
longer period of time
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Collection of Other Sentiment Indicators Similar to NAAIM
Sentiment largely fearful, but not panicked
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• The Federal Reserve, and by default the Bank of
Canada, are achieving their goals (market truism
intact - don’t fight the Fed!). The question going
forward is how long and how high rates will be
going up. Current market expectations say about
3.25% by early 2023, but Fed commentary will
change those expectations as time passes

Put/Call Equity Ratio(1)

CBOE Put/Call Ratio

• Fed rate hikes and uncertainty have already had
an impact on the economy as we are seeing
declines in used car prices, housing and trucking
rates to name a few
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below last month’s reading of 8.5%
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• We had previously highlighted that stock markets
have typically moved higher with interest rates,
after an early shakeout tied to the visibility of
future rate hikes

Volatility Index (VIX)(1)

VIX

Interest rate outlook and inflation data is key

Section II: Economic Data For a Soft Landing

Excesses in Valuation Have Been Squeezed Out…
But where do the stocks eventually bottom?
Growth stocks are well through correction

Growth Leader Declines from Nov 2021 Peaks

• Wilderhill Clean Energy Index has been referenced as a
quasi benchmark for the energy technology and
renewables holdings in the Select Fund

• Shopify down 80% and below COVID lows
• Netflix down 75% and considering changes to its business
model

• It is representative of the broader challenges in growthoriented sectors

• Software index (next slide) down 40% in six months
• Mega cap tech holding in better, but even Microsoft and
Apple are starting to break down. Weakness in these
names should be the last phase of the market sell off

• Index is down 67% from its highs in Feb 2021 and 36% year
to date
• Index is back to pre-COVID highs and oversold, but we
likely need better visibility to lower inflation and interest
rates to put in a lasting bottom

• Many biotech stocks trading below cash value

Wilderhill Clean Energy Index (“ECO”) January 2020 - Current(1)
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Carnage Under the Surface
Growth sectors are in a true bear market and long-term multiple contraction
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Software Sector Back to Pre-COVID Highs. Many Stocks Down 70% or More
• Canadian investors may not be as mindful of some of the pain in growth sectors. This is creating long-term buying opportunities in
companies that are in strong competitive positions
• Software sector down 40% in six months. May have further room to the downside, but the excesses in valuation are largely out of the
sector
• Absolute Fund and Select Fund have been a little early on adding a small amount of exposure to the growth sectors, but we think
we’ll see a sustainable low in the coming months
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If Economic Outlook Worsens There Are Cushions…In the US
US household debt levels are very manageable
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• Fortunately, most stocks and
sectors aren’t as tied
specifically to Canadian
economic data outside of
specific retailers or financial
companies
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• Canadian households are more
levered and more susceptible
to downside risk, but
fortunately will benefit if the
US can pull through and
commodity prices stay decent
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• American household balance
sheets are in good shape and
combined with a still strong
employment picture the US
will move through economic
weakness in a good spot

Household Debt to GDP

2006-Jan

• The chart at right is not new,
but should give investors
comfort that an economic
slowdown shouldn’t result in a
more devastating stock market
scenario like 2008

US Household Debt Levels Provide a Cushion for US and CAN…Maybe
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US Better Positioned

Low Unemployment Rate Provides Margin of Safety
Unemployment rates at or near record lows in both Canada and the US
Canada and US Unemployment Rate 1980 – Current (1)
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Job openings will support the economy through higher interest rates
• Jerome Powell stated in his most recent press conference that they are relying on a record 11 million job openings in the US to act as
a cushion as they increase interest rates and slow economic demand
• Unemployment rate is at a record low in Canada and close to a record low in the US. Record job openings leading to wage inflation
• In recent weeks we have begun hearing more stories about tech companies slowing hiring or thinking about headcount reductions as
companies are having difficulty raising capital at terms similar to the last few years. Employee turnover likely increases with low stock
prices because options are now way out of the money
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Stemming Inflation is the Key – Used Car Prices
Transportation makes up 8.2% of the published inflation rate
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• When inflation data starts to
moderate that will give the Fed
the room to tone down the
rhetoric around the need for
higher interest rates and
potentially lower the size of
increases to 25 bps
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• Housing is the biggest factor in
the CPI calculation (30%+) and
there are early signs of house
prices weakening due to less
demand for mortgages due to
higher interest rates
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• Cars are 8.2% of the inflation
calculation and should provide
a leading factor to the
downside as inflation
normalizes
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Source: Manheim and Bloomberg
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Manheim US Used Vehicle Value Index (% M/M)

• We have clearly seen a top in
the price of used cars,
especially if we are moving into
a period of economic
weakness

Manheim US Used Vehicle Index 2011 – Current (1)
Manheim US Used Vehicle Value Index (% Y/Y)

Inflation peaking?

Canadian Oil and Gas Continues to Screen as Attractive
Canadian E&Ps trading at above 20% 2022 DAFCF Yield on Average

• Canadian Oil & Gas names
continue to look extremely
attractive from a fundamental
valuation perspective, with the
market continuing to reward
operators focusing on
deleveraging and returning
cash to shareholders through
dividend increases and
NCIB/SIB buybacks
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Unhedged EV/DACF

• The Ukraine conflict has
continued to put pressure on
oil supply and demand
balances with crude pricing
currently sitting at higher levels
than at the end of Q1 – despite
fears regarding demand
destruction due to China’s zero
tolerance COVID lockdown
policies
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Feb-29

DAFCF Yield (%)

• Chart to the right shows the
Unhedged EV/DACF valuation
multiples (bars) relative to
2022E and 2023E DAFCF Yields
(dots), as estimated by Peters
& Co.

Unhedged EV/DACF vs DAFCF Yields & WTI pricing (1)

WTI Price ($)

Value Short & Long term

Collection of Market Thoughts
• Feels like we need one more leg lower to drive up fear across the board
• Markets have already priced in a large degree of the economic risk, but there could still be more downside
• Longer term investment opportunities are showing up now, whether it’s a high growth company with a stock down 70% or a commodity
oriented company with a low valuation and high cash flow
• We have been early in adding to growth stocks in the last two months. They worked in March, but was fleeting in April

• The Federal Reserve is the key. Moving to 25 basis point increases or making comments that recognize the impact that higher rates
are having on the economy will bring investors back to the markets
• We are choosing to be a little more defensive for now. While we aren’t happy with the last six weeks, all the Palisade Funds are in a
position to take advantage of market weakness and provide attractive returns for the calendar year
• We won’t likely get the perfect scenario to play out in the markets, especially as we see opinions forming around more commonly
held views, but it still feels like we need a catalyst (fear or Fed commentary or Ukraine war concluding) to find a lasting low

• We don’t think we’ll see an aggressive recession, but an “earnings recession” (slowing earnings) to allow for inventory adjustments and
a reset on consumer spending habits makes sense
• China lockdown is a concern and an unknown regarding timing
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Questions

Strategic Wealth Management Partnership
Broader offering with a differentiated focus on providing bespoke services
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Wealth Management Offering
• High net worth families need a true all-encompassing financial planning solution based on relationship and
customization
•
•
•
•
•

Detailed financial plan
Customized portfolio solutions
Strategic advice on tax and estate planning
Insurance solutions
Proprietary sourcing for loans and credit

• Economic challenges in Western Canada require a different way to look at family finances and planning
• Risk tolerances have changed. Plans required for long-term family confidence and tax optimization

• History and core principles of Palisade align directly with The Wealth Council
• True focus on long-term client relationship. Aligned values. Transparent communication. Client-first approach
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The Wealth Council (TWC)
• Founded in 2018 by Jeff Talbot
•
•
•
•

Started TWC on founding principle of a client-centered and holistic solution
10 years as head of Tax and Estate Planning at Raymond James
5 years with Canaccord as VP Tax and Estate Planning
Client-oriented reputation earned through work with accountants and lawyers

• Ten Team Members with expert knowledge in tax and financial planning, tax optimization and structuring.
Retirement planning and estate planning. Corporate tax and strategic credit negotiations
• Client-centered approach designed to be completely independent. Focused on listening and problem-solving
• Particular value-add to clients with holding companies, professional corporations and operating companies
• Online client portal provides a real-time consolidated view of client’s assets and tax information regardless of
where those assets are held
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TWC Value-Add Services
• Improve cash flow from professional holding corps
• Customized financial plans involving multiple entities
• Lower tax payable in estate planning
• Custom insurance solutions built for clients not commissions
• Securing credit and negotiating lending terms
• Advice on corporate structure to minimize tax

23
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Palisade Model Portfolios

• Model portfolios customizable to client needs – in respect to risk/return balance and
strategically to meet financial goals
• Models largely constructed using investment funds from third-party managers having successful
long-term track records and pedigree
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Palisade Portfolios vs Broad Market Indices

Palisade portfolios performed well YTD(1) in the context of major North American equity
and bond benchmarks
Index

Return (YTD)

Description

FTSE Canada All Corporate Bond Index

-7.5%

Canadian Corporate Bonds

S&P/TSX Composite Index

3.1%

Broad Canadian Market

S&P 500 Index

-4.9%

Broad US Large Cap Market

MSCI EAFE Index

-6.6%

Broad International Large Cap Market

NASDAQ Composite Index

-9.1%

US Large Cap Growth Market

Russell 2000 Index

-7.8%

US Small Cap Growth

Palisade Growth+ Portfolio

-1.1%

Long-Term Growth Focus

Palisade Income+ Portfolio

0.8%

Income / Moderate Growth Focus

Palisade Preservation+ Portfolio

-0.6%

Capital Preservation Focus

Palisade Balanced+ Portfolio

-1.1%

Lower Vol Equities/Bonds/Alternatives

Palisade Balanced Portfolio

-1.8%

Equities/Bonds/Alternatives

(1)YTD as of 2022-03-31
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Palisade Growth+ Portfolio
The Palisade Growth+ Portfolio provides investors with well diversified and unique exposure to global investing
themes with an eye towards long term capital appreciation. True growth orientation.

FLEXIBLE
Construction that changes as
markets change
TRUE DIVERSIFICATION
Access to investment themes and
asset classes that might not be
included in your current portfolio
DOWNSIDE PROTECTION
Growth investing can be volatile.
The inclusion of an allocation to
alternatives seeks to lower portfolio
volatility in order to protect your
capital better and improve the
long-term return potential
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Agricultural Land
7%
Private Equity
7%

Bitcoin
2%

Global Corporate
Fixed Income
7%
Canadian Corporate
Fixed Income
3%
Energy Secular
Growth
10%

Multi-Strategy /
Arbitrage Mandate
7%

Growth+

Absolute Return
Mandate
7%
Emerging Market
Equities
5%
Actively Managed
Global Growth
10%

Actively Managed US
Large Cap Growth
10%
US Small Cap / Value
Equities
7%

Actively Managed
Global Growth
9%

US Large Cap Equities
9%
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Growth+ Portfolio Characteristics
Portfolio Risk/Return Metrics
(5 years to March 31, 2022)

Cash
5%

Alternatives
27%

Growth +

Fixed Income
7%

Sharpe Ratio 1.33

International Equity
12%

Best 3 months*
16.7%

US Equity
38%

(JAN 2013 – MAR 2013)

95.6

66.4

25

94.4

50
0
-50

40.3

-100

56.0

63.1

-150
1 Yr

Portfolio Upside

3 Yr

5 Yr

Portfolio Downside

Worst 3 months*
-14.7%
(JAN 2020 – MAR 2020)

Annualized
Return 13.9%

Calendar Return
Growth+

30

Portfolio %

150

Std. Dev. 10.10

*Over 10-year period

Upside & Downside Capture**
Growth+
100

Primary objective of long-term capital growth

Canadian Equity
11%

19.6 %

20
15

19.4 %

19.3%

20.5 %

13.3 %

10
5
-5

-1.1 %

-2.6 %

0
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Year

**Upside & Downside Capture is relative to a benchmark of indices reflective of the asset allocation above.
IMPORTANT NOTES Portfolio analysis is effective the date noted above Portfolio shown is theoretical, is for illustrative purposes only and is not reflective of an investor’s actual experience Performance does not include portfolio management and
custodian fees at the account level but is net of fees and expenses pertaining to underlying holdings Mutual fund performance assumes the reinvestment of distributions while ETF performance does not include transaction fees Performance
integrates the earliest price date available for each holding and assumes monthly portfolio rebalancing Some holdings did not exist for the entire period shown and therefore the most recent data will be most representative of the entire portfolio
Performance data represents past performance and should not be considered indicative of future results An investor’s actual portfolio must conform to their Investment Policy Statement established with their portfolio manager
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2022 YTD

Palisade Income+ Portfolio
The Palisade Income+ Portfolio provides investors with a well diversified source of monthly/quarterly distributions
from a portfolio of equities, fixed income and alternative strategies. The current portfolio yields approximately 6%
annually.
The Palisade Income+ Portfolio seeks to
maximize yield with a well diversified
portfolio of assets that are high quality in
Palisade’s view
FLEXIBLE – Portfolio construction that
changes as markets change
TRUE DIVERSIFICATION – Income
generating assets diversified on a global
basis and strategy. Includes corporate
bonds, equity income, factoring, private
debt, mortgages, etc.
LOWER CORRELATION TO INTEREST
RATES In an increasing interest rate
environment we believe it will be
important to have a lower correlation to
interest rates with assets that produce a
consistent yield
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High-Yield Lending
& Energy Working
Interests
12%

Global Corporate
Fixed Income
10%

Diversified
Canadian
Residential
Mortgages
8%

Global High Yield
Corporate Bonds
10%

Income+

Short-term
Commercial
Financing in US
12%

Diversified Credit
8%
Factoring, assetbased lending,
specialty finance
8%

Diversified
Corporate Fixed
Income
12%

Canadian Equity
Income
10%
Canadian Equity
Income
10%
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Income+ Portfolio Characteristics
Portfolio Risk/Return Metrics
(5 years to March 31, 2022)

Cash
8%
Canadian Equity
19%
Alternatives
43%

Primary objective of regular income with
moderate capital growth

Income+

Sharpe Ratio 1.59
US Equity
4%

Best 3 months*
7.2%
(APR 2020 – JUN 2020)

Fixed Income
26%

58.0

5.8

1 Yr

Portfolio Upside

(JAN 2020 – MAR 2020)

25

14.8

21.5
3 Yr

Annualized
Return 8.1%

Calendar Return
Income+

5 Yr

Portfolio Downside

Portfolio %

58.0

50.8

Worst 3 months*
-6.8%

*Over 10-year period

Upside & Downside Capture**
Income+
75
50
25
0
-25
-50
-75

Std. Dev. 4.54

15

11.9 %

9.2 %

11.0%

2.7 %

5
-5

11.0%

8.1 %

2016

2017

2018

0.8%
2019

2020

2021

Year

**Upside & Downside Capture is relative to a benchmark of indices reflective of the asset allocation above.
IMPORTANT NOTES Portfolio analysis is effective the date noted above Portfolio shown is theoretical, is for illustrative purposes only and is not reflective of an investor’s actual experience Performance does not include portfolio management and
custodian fees at the account level but is net of fees and expenses pertaining to underlying holdings Mutual fund performance assumes the reinvestment of distributions while ETF performance does not include transaction fees Performance
integrates the earliest price date available for each holding and assumes monthly portfolio rebalancing Some holdings did not exist for the entire period shown and therefore the most recent data will be most representative of the entire portfolio
Performance data represents past performance and should not be considered indicative of future results An investor’s actual portfolio must conform to their Investment Policy Statement established with their portfolio manager
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2022 YTD

Palisade Preservation+ Portfolio
The Palisade Preservation+ Portfolio allocates to a well diversified portfolio of alternatives and fixed income products
that have consistently produced positive returns on a calendar year basis, regardless of market conditions
The Palisade Preservation+ Portfolio
specifically focuses on preservation of
capital, with the objective of a quality total
return profile with the benefit of tax
efficient returns and good liquidity
PRESERVATION – All products in the
portfolio rarely have a down calendar year,
while the overall portfolio has not shown an
annual decline in the past ten years.
LOW CORRELATION – Strategies generally
have a lower correlation to equity markets
QUALITY RETURN – Maintains an eye to a
quality return through investing cycles. Midsingle digit return expectations

Cash – High Interest
Up to
15%

Canadian Corporate
Fixed Income
10%

Diversified Global
Long / Short
12%

Preservation+
Canadian Absolute
Return
13%

Global Merger
Arbitrage
12%

North American
Absolute Return
8%

30

Global Corporate
Fixed Income
12%

Multi-Strategy /
Arbitrage Mandate
10%
North American Long /
Short
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Preservation+ Portfolio Characteristics
Portfolio Risk/Return Metrics
(5 years to March 31, 2022)

Cash
23%
Canadian
Equity
4%

Preservation+

Alternatives
55%

Primary objective of capital preservation while
maintaining the potential for growth over time

US Equity
1%

Sharpe Ratio 1.33

International
Equity
0.2%

Best 3 months*
7.9%

(NOV 2020 – JAN 2021)

Fixed Income
17%

25

41.7

7.1

-0.7

-25

12.5

16.3

(JAN 2020 – MAR 2020)

Annualized
Return 6.1%

Calendar Return
Preservation+
Portfolio %

25

47.5

Worst 3 months*
-2.9%

*Over 10-year period

Upside & Downside Capture**
Preservation+
75

Std. Dev. 3.91

15

14.7 %
7.7 %

5

4.6 %

3.0%

7.2 %

3.3 %
-0.6 %

-75
1 Yr

Portfolio Upside

3 Yr

5 Yr

Portfolio Downside

-5

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Year

**Upside & Downside Capture is relative to a benchmark of indices reflective of the asset allocation above.
IMPORTANT NOTES Portfolio analysis is effective the date noted above Portfolio shown is theoretical, is for illustrative purposes only and is not reflective of an investor’s actual experience Performance does not include portfolio management and
custodian fees at the account level but is net of fees and expenses pertaining to underlying holdings Mutual fund performance assumes the reinvestment of distributions while ETF performance does not include transaction fees Performance
integrates the earliest price date available for each holding and assumes monthly portfolio rebalancing Some holdings did not exist for the entire period shown and therefore the most recent data will be most representative of the entire portfolio
Performance data represents past performance and should not be considered indicative of future results An investor’s actual portfolio must conform to their Investment Policy Statement established with their portfolio manager
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2022 YTD

Wealth Management Summary
• Focused on providing an all-encompassing and customized solution for high net worth families
• All Palisade clients can access financial planning services free of charge
• Palisade and TWC have started working out of the same office, which will be fully integrated in the
coming months
• Combined staff of 15 with expertise across all parts of the financial services spectrum – tax, estate,
lending, insurance, portfolio management
• Customized portfolio solutions to address specific financial needs whether it be growth, income,
preservation or a combination
• Unbiased view towards portfolio construction
• Strategic use of insurance to improve cash flow and/or lower tax, particularly when holding
companies or professional corps are involved
• Clear and open communication with direct access to professional decision-makers
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Questions on Wealth Management Services
We welcome any questions, phone calls or other inquiries regarding the combined services offered by
Palisade and The Wealth Council
Note that nothing has changed in respect to the resources dedicated to management of the three
proprietary Palisade funds. Palisade’s primary focus continues to be maintaining strong performance
from the Palisade funds
Although nothing has changed in respect to Palisade’s portfolio management services, we are excited
to expand the services being made available to our clients. We have seen the mindset and needs of
high net worth families change in the last five years. Our combined offering can provide a real plan to
give families confidence that their needs will be met in the coming years

Thank you for your ongoing support!
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Contact Information
A founding principle of Palisade has always been transparency and communication with our clients.
We would encourage anyone with questions to reach out at any time.
James Anderson
james@palisade.ca
(403) 531-2677

John McAleer
john@palisade.ca
(403) 531-2678

Dan Zhigatov
dan@palisade.ca
(403) 531-2674

Palisade Capital Management Ltd.
Suite 600, 700 – 2nd Street SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 2W1
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Important Disclosure
This publication and its contents are for informational purposes only. Information relating to
investment approaches or individual investments should not be construed as advice or endorsement.
Any views expressed in this publication were prepared based upon the information available at the
time and are subject to change. All information is subject to possible correction. In no event shall
Palisade Capital Management Ltd. be liable for any damages arising out of, or in any way connected
with, the use or inability to use this publication appropriately.
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